Summary

First: Study Problem

As a result of the scientific and technological evolution raises the weight relative to the impact of material values in the lives of communities as prevailed material values and forgotten individuals and other religious, social and moral values, but it has become difficult for individuals to stick per second in the era that glorifies the first form and is not guaranteed with the need to work on the development and strengthening of the third, and then a way of community organization comes as one of basic and important methods for the social work profession to the content of this method of strategies that will bring about change within the community, and one of these strategies is a strategy of consolidation, which works to achieve the objectives of the community organization, which also includes a set of tactics and skills that distinguish them from other strategies, which are consistent with the main objective of the current study, a "stand on the role nature, which could contribute to its empowerment strategy to develop social values among the youth"

Second: Study Concepts:

1- The concept of empowerment strategy in the way of community organization.

2- The concept of social values.

3- The concept of Youth stage.

Third: Study Objectives:

The objectives of this study are determined in the main goal - :

Stand on the role nature, which could contribute to its empowerment strategy to develop social values among Youth.
This goal can achieve through a series of sub-goals - : 

1- Stand on the role nature, which could contribute to its empowerment strategy to develop the value of social responsibility among Youth.

2- Stand on the role nature, which could contribute to its empowerment strategy to develop the value of social participation among Youth.

3- Stand on the role nature, which could contribute to its empowerment strategy to develop the value of belonging among Youth.

4- Stand on the role nature, which could contribute to its empowerment strategy to develop the value of loyalty among Youth.

Fourth: Study Questions : 

Study Questions are determined in the main question - : 

What is the role nature that can contribute a empowerment strategy as an input for the development of social values among Youth?

This question emerges from a group of sub-questions - : 

1- What is the role nature that can contribute an empowerment strategy to develop the value of social responsibility among Youth?

2- What is the role nature that can contribute an empowerment strategy in to the development of the value of social participation among Youth?

3- What is the role nature that can contribute an empowerment strategy in to the development of the value of belonging among Youth?

4- What is the role nature that can contribute an empowerment strategy to develop the value of loyalty among Youth?
Fifth: methodological procedures of the study:

1- Study Type:

The current study belongs to types of analytical descriptive studies, which is based on monitoring and analysis of the subject that is the matter of the study, and this type of studies is the best studies that is suitable to work with the goal of the current study "stand on the role nature, which could contribute to a empowerment strategy to develop social values among the youth."

2- Used Approach:

The researcher relies in the current study on the social survey method, both overall for social workers in cultural and social clubs in NGOs in Fayoum Governorate, and Social Survey by the sample way of classified sample using the method of proportional distribution for young members in cultural and social clubs in NGOs in Fayoum Governorate.

3- Study Tools:

A. tools of gathering data:

The current study relied on data collection from the field:

- A measure applied on Youth members in social and cultural clubs, in NGOs.

- Interview guide is applicable to social workers in cultural and social clubs in NGOs.
B. Tools of the data analysis:

The current study relied on data analysis:
- Coefficient of linear correlation of Pearson.
- Retail midterm.
- Weights.
- Frequencies and percentages.
- Relative strength.
- Matrix standard.

4- Study Areas:

A- Spatial domain:

Represented in the cultural and social clubs in NGOs in Fayoum Governorate and their numbers are (8) clubs, and with the disposal of the cultural and social club in Association of Community Development in El-Alam to become the number is (7) Clubs.
B- Human domain:
- Young members of the cultural and social clubs in NGOs in Fayoum Governorate are (106) members.
- of the cultural and social clubs in NGOs in Fayoum Governorate are (12) social workers

C- Time domain:
- The theoretical part from (15/12/2012 till 30/08/2013)
- Part practical: from (01/09/2013 till 28/08/2014)

Sixth: Study Findings:

A- Results for young members of the cultural and social clubs in NGOs:
- Study results confirm according to the order of indicators for the first dimension "contribution to the cultural and social club to develop the value of social responsibility," according to their importance from the viewpoint of the sample Youth, and then the second indicator "through the development of emotional aspects " in the first place by relative strength of (86, 79%), "this is due to a lot of members have the desire to participate in club activities and social responsibility towards their community.

- Study results confirm according to the order of indicators for the second dimension "contribution to the cultural and social club to develop the value of social participation," according to their importance from the viewpoint of the sample Youth, and then the second indicator "through the development of emotional aspects " in the first place by relative strength of (85, 22%), and this is due to a lot of members feel a state of complacency while they were in the club and participation in activities.

- Study results confirm according to the order of indicators for the third dimension "contribution to the cultural and social club to develop the value of belonging among Youth,"
according to their importance from the viewpoint of the sample Youth, and then the third indicator "through the development of emotional aspects" in the first place by relative strength of (90 0.3%), and this emphasizes the active participation of Youth in the activities of the club and that makes them feel conjunction and cooperation with their colleagues of the club, which supports the value of belonging to a club.

- Study results confirm according to the order of indicators for the fourth dimension "contribution to the cultural and social club to develop the value of loyalty among Youth," according to their importance from the viewpoint of the sample Youth, and then the third indicator "through the development of emotional aspects" in the first place by relative strength of (88 0.36%), and this confirms that Youth have the cognitive stock about the value of loyalty and that is already available for having these values instinctively without any participation in any activities and it participates in the activities of the club for their development.

**B- The results for social workers in the cultural and social clubs in NGOs:**

- Study results confirmed that there is no response from the Youth members of clubs to participate in club activities by (100%), due to the fact that there is a role for these clubs to develop social values among Youth, and this is confirmed by the current study.

- Study results confirmed that programs offered by cultural and social clubs that contribute to the development of the value of social responsibility among Youth were to create groups of scouts of Youth and organizing seminars and meetings to combat negative social phenomena and because of all this to the eagerness of Youth to participate in carrying out their responsibilities towards their community.

- Study results confirmed that programs offered by cultural and social clubs that contribute to the development of the value of
social participation among Youth represented in a series of economic programs such as organizing literal and professional projects for young people and urged them to take advantage of them and offered by the list of services and social, economic and cultural programs that are strengthening the system of social values among Youth.

- Study results confirmed that programs offered by cultural and social clubs that contribute to the development of the value of belonging among Youth represented in the organization of sports competitions between the club's youth, and this attributed to eagerness of Youth to participate in the activities of the Club, which supports the value of belonging among Youth.

- Study results confirmed that programs offered by cultural and social clubs that contribute to the development of the value of loyalty among Youth was to organize camps for youth and organizing educational flights for Youth outside and inside Governorate and there is a participation of Youth in these activities that is due to the extent of Youth sense with allegiance to the community in which they live.